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Cheshvan/Kislev/Tevet 5782

News of the Congregation
Mazel Tov to:
1 Lorin & Johann Bogensberger on Olivia’s bat mitzvah
1 Allison Roditi on Conner’s bar mitzvah
1 Kathy & Steve Bernhard on the marriage of their daughter, Allie to Shawn Graham
Condolences to:
1 Nana, Brian, and James Fernandez on the death of Marcelo
1 Jeff and Cindy Ellner on the death of their mothers, Arlene and Gertrude
Thank you to:
1 All those board members who helped at our b’nei mitzvah, with picking up Jeremy, checking vaccinations and making sure
all went smoothly

Shabbat Services
Friday, November 5 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Friday, November 12 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Saturday, November 13 at 10:30 am – Olivia Bogensberger’s bat mitzvah
Friday, November 19 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Friday, November 26 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Friday, December 3 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Saturday, December 4 at 10:30 am – Conner Roditi’s bar mitzvah
Friday, December 10 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Friday, December 17 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Friday, December 24 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service
Friday, December 31 at 8:00 pm – Shabbat Service

Weekly Torah Portions
Nov 5		
Nov 12		
Nov 19		
Nov 26		
Dec 3			
Dec 10		
Dec 17		
Dec 24		
Dec 31		
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Toldot			
Vayetzei			
Vayishlach
Vayeshev
Miketz		
Vayigash		
Vayechi		
Shemot		
Vaera		

1 Kislev			
8 Kislev			
15 Kislev			
22 Kislev			
29 Kislev			
6 Tevet			
13 Tevet			
20 Tevet			
27 Tevet			

Genesis 25:19 – 28:9
Genesis 28:10 – 32:3
Genesis 32:4 – 36:43
Genesis 37:1 – 40:23
Genesis 41:1 – 44:17
Genesis 44:18 – 47:27
Genesis 47:28 – 50:26
Exodus 1:1 – 6:1
Exodus 6:2 – 9:35

www.portjewishcenter.org

Rabbi Alysa Mendelson Graf
In just a few short weeks, we will be
celebrating Hanukkah. I am not sure
whether we will be gathering in person;
we are still trying to figure that out.
However, I am sure that we can see one
another - every night, my family and I
will be lighting our menorah on zoom
and I hope that many of you will join us.
When we light our menorah, we will
celebrate many miracles. We will celebrate the miracle that there were, have
been, and still are Jews and friends of the
Jews fighting for the survival of our people. The story of Hanukkah as recorded
in the book of Maccabees, includes one
of the greatest examples of this: Judah
Maccabee’s bravery. When faced with
those who sought our demise and asked
how we could overcome forces so much
greater than our own, Judah replied:
“We fight for our lives and our laws.” He
would not give up. When the opportunity presented itself, he was able to lead the
people forward, to “fight for our people
and the sanctuary.” Every year, this is the
message that I emphasize to our students.
Hanukkah is not about presents (though
presents are nice!) It is about celebrating
our Jewish pride and our determination
to keep the light of the Jewish people
burning bright.
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Another miracle we will celebrate is
the miracle of the oil. The rabbis of the
Talmud wrote: “when the Greeks entered
the Temple, they defiled all the oils therein, and when the Hasmonean dynasty
prevailed against and defeated them, they
made search and found only one cruse of
oil which lay with the seal of the High
Priest, but which contained sufficient for
one day's lighting only; yet a miracle was
wrought therein and they lit [the lamp]
therewith for eight days.” (BT Shabbat
21b:10) Hanukkah is also about not giving up, even when all logic points to the
impossibility of survival. Despite every
obstacle the Jewish people have faced, we
have persisted, persevered and overcome
unthinkable challenges and WE ARE
STILL HERE! Again and again and
again, we have made what seemed like
one cruse of oil - what seemed like just a
small remnant of our people - last, grow
and thrive.
The ability to see the faces of family,
friends and community - whether in
person or virtually - reflected in the lights
of our menorahs is another Hanukkah
miracle. When I ask people what their
most powerful Jewish memories are, so
many folks share stories about the excitement of Hanukkah that they have shared

with their
precious
ones. Last
year, it meant
so much to
our family
to be able to
sign on to
zoom and
share the
candle lighting with so many of you. As
we lit our family menorahs in our kitchen, we also felt (virtually) invited into so
many of your kitchens and dining rooms
(or wherever you light your menorahs)
as you lit yours. It was a modern day
miracle to be able to share these sweet
moments with all of you.
This year, let’s do it again. I hope some
of you will join us to light the menorah
each night. You don’t have to come every
night, but you are invited to come ANY
night you can. (We will send out a zoom
link.) Together, we will make the light of
our people continue to grow strong and
bright.
Rabbi Alysa Mendelson Graf
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Co-President Mark Meltzer - Rejoicing with the Torah and my PJC Family
Simchat Torah has always been a favorite Jewish holiday of mine. When I was
growing up and attending an Orthodox
Hebrew school, I had some memorable
experiences of Simchat Torah holiday
services. Grown men were dancing around
the synagogue with so much passion and
energy. Their loud voices repeating the
prayers over and over again. I had never
seen all the Torahs out of the ark and the
constant passing of the Torahs among the
men. They were all smiling and seemed
to be having wonderful time. This was in
stark contrast to other services that seemed
serious and somber with far less congregational participation. As a young boy,
I remember being concerned about one
of the Torahs being dropped during the
constant passing. There was a rumor spread
among the Hebrew school boys that if you
drop a Torah you had to fast for 40 days
and 40 nights. A very long time with no
food or drink! I do remember getting some
delicious chocolate candy at the end of the
Simchat Torah service. I think the Rabbi
had a special stash of candy that was only
used on Simchat Torah.
My Bar Mitzvah came on the Shabbat
following Simchat Torah. I remember being at the Simchat Torah service and being
nervous about my ability to adequately
chant my Torah portion the following
week. Although I was prepared, the Shabbat service was well attended and I had no
experience at that time in my life with big
group presentations. Also, there was a man
who hung over the Bar Mitzvah boys and
was quick to correct the slightest error in
front of the the entire congregation. I had
so many thoughts on Simchat Torah when
I was 13 years old. I did get the delicious
candy at the end of the service, which was a
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very pleasant momentary distraction.
Fast forward to this year’s Simchat
Torah - the COVID Simchat Torah. There
were many discussions at the Board of
Trustees and COVID Committee meetings about how to celebrate Simchat Torah
during this challenging time. Although
our Zoom services work well for Shabbat,
Simchat Torah and Zoom seem incompatible. Simchat Torah means rejoicing with
the Torah. After numerous discussions,
it was decided to have an outdoor service
at Manorhaven Beach where we would
unroll the Torah and pray for no strong
wind and rain. Although the circumstances
that moved us from inside our sanctuary
to Manorhaven Beach were not ideal,
the thought of being outside, close to the
water, sun shining and all who wanted to
attend could come and enjoy Simchat Torah in person was quite appealing. We were
watching the forecasts throughout the week
and it turned out to be a beautiful Monday
afternoon. Rabbi Mendelson drove to the
beach with the Torah in the front seat and
a table in the trunk. Manorhaven Beach
begins to transform from a community
park to a Port Jewish Center sanctuary.
One by one, the PJC family started to
arrive. They seemed to be moving quickly
towards our gathering place with big smiles
in anticipation of all being together for the
first time in a very long time. Our Rabbi,
our religious school leaders, our senior
members, our young families and all in
between came to Manorhaven Beach. The
table gets set up, the Torah is placed on the
table, Rabbi Mendelson unrolls the Torah
to share its contents with some of the children who had gathered. Rabbi Mendelson
gives our three year old granddaughter
(Rose) an introduction to the Torah, the

Torah dress
and the yad.
It was a very
special time
for my family.
Next, Rabbi
Mendelson
proceeds to
instruct the
congregation to form a big circle. At that
point, the Torah gets unrolled and each
congregant is holding a small section. The
entire Torah is supported because each congregant is holding their own small section.
We needed everyone contributing to make
this work. We looked around the circle and
there was the entire Torah in full view. The
same Torah which was viewed by countless
ancestors, and today was our turn.
When I looked around the circle, in
addition to seeing the entire Torah, I saw so
many members of my PJC family with big
smiles and feelings of optimism. We were
all together in person again. I was with
some people I hadn’t seen in person for
over 18 months. For an hour at Manorhaven Beach there was no COVID. Just a new
generation rejoicing with the Torah and
creating their own experience they
will pass down to their children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren,. They
will have a unique story to tell about how
we celebrated Simchat Torah during this
challenging time.
Thank you Rabbi Mendelson for your
continued commitment to us, your intellect
and imagination. We rejoice in the Torah
and we rejoice in having you as our Rabbi.
I rejoice in having you all as members of
my PJC family
Marl Meltzer

www.portjewishcenter.org
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Religious School Director
The fall always makes me think of
rituals and traditions and the important
role they play in our lives. One of the
things I missed most during the pandemic were some of the traditions in my
family and synagogue. It wasn’t until
they were gone that I realized just how
important they are to me. For example,
my extended family has Sunday night
dinner each and every Sunday night.
Each week we rotate from one house to
the next. The host family prepares the
entrée, one family brings salad, another
a veggie, one a starch and another family
brings dessert. This tradition has been
around since my husband was in high
school. We have the logistics down to a
science, but more importantly, we look
forward to connecting with one another
each and every week. Covid made it impossible for us to gather for months, and
all of us greatly missed being together.
Luckily, we have begun our tradition
again outdoors and I appreciate it more
than ever. But with Thanksgiving and
Hanukkah approaching, along with the
colder weather, I am worried that Covid
will once again put our traditions on
hold. Each Thanksgiving for the past 30
years, we have had a family football game
with aunts, uncles and cousins. Last year
was the first year we didn’t play. I am
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keeping the faith that the game, along
with our family dinner, will once again
resume this year!
I also missed the rituals and traditions
of PJC Religious School, and am very
happy that we are slowly bringing them
back. Being back in person and having
Tefilla together makes me smile. Knowing how much our students gain from the
experience, whether they realize it or not,
is amazing. Yes, they learn the prayers
of the service and most of our students
can recite the Barechu and the Shema.
But more importantly, they are gaining
a comfort in the sanctuary and with
the prayers and structure of our prayer
service. When Rabbi Mendelson asks for
volunteers to help her lead the service,
hands go up. It is so important to me
that our children feel comfortable at PJC
and are proud of being Jewish. We see
this each and every time we gather
for Tefilla.
My hope is that we will resume other
PJC Religious School traditions as well
this year. I know I missed ending our day
each week with Rabbi Mendelson’s challah. The smell as it baked permeated the
building and the taste of the warm bread
is the perfect way to end our day. One of
the highlights of our school year is our
Purim tradition of collecting money and

purchasing
non-perishables to
restock the
shelves of
Our Lady of
Fatima’s food
pantry. While
we were able to continue that tradition
virtually this past year, there is nothing
like watching our students work together
to spend the money and deliver the food.
For me, it is one of the most powerful
and emotionally gratifying traditions
that we have. I pray that we will be able
to walk the aisles together to shop next
March.
I am so happy to be resuming many of
the rituals and traditions in my personal
life and at PJC. I knew that these traditions were important to me but I didn’t
realize just how much until we weren’t
able to do them. As Joni Mitchell sang
in her song, Big Yellow Taxi, “Don’t it
always seem to go that you don’t know
what you got til it’s gone.” I look forward
to bringing back all of our PJC Religious
School rituals and traditions when the
time is right!

Lauren Chizner
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Donations
General Fund
In memory of Max Katzenstein, uncle
of Jerry Federlein, In memory of Susan
Weyburn, friend of Nancy Federlein
Nancy & Jerry Federlein
Observing the yahrzeit of Marian
Morgenstern
Stu Morgenstern
In honor of our dear friend Bert Brodsky
The Gould-Shenfeld Family Foundation
Observing the yahrzeit of Charlotte
Marmaros Keller
Bill Keller & Lynn Steinberg
In celebration of our wonderful congregation that only improves with age and
the leadership of Rabbi Alysa Mendelson
Graf, for arranging all the zoom services
and happenings that kept us sane for 18
months.
Arlene & Joe Labenson
To honor of the memory of Marcelo Fernandez, a person who has meant so much
to our community and to my family,
In honor of PJC’s amazing HHD appeal
speakers: Arlene Labenson, Ilise Friedman and Gabrielle Gitman, In memory
of Richard Abramson on the occasion of
his yahrzeit
The Littman/Klopp Family
Observing the yahrzeit of
Simon Berman
Linda Berman
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Observing the yahrzeit of Chester Tow
Ilise & Corey Friedman
In memory of Gertrude Kaplan, Observing the yahrzeit of Gustine Bruckmann,
grandmother of Joan Charney, Observing
the yahrzeit of Rolf Dreyfuss, father of
Joan Charney
Joan Charney
In honor of my son David’s marriage to
Natalie Weinstein on October 3, 2021
Sandy Lindenbaum
In memory of Gertrude Kaplan, mother
of Cindy Ellner, In memory of Arlene
Ellner, mother of Jeff Ellner
Roberta & Michael Cooperman
In support of PJC
IM Mozel Charitable Trust

Rabbi's Discretionary Fund
In support of the Fernandez Family
Jeff Curtis & Judy Epstein
Karnsomtob Family
Helen & Rich Albertson
Nancy Solomon & Nick Santora
Nancy & Jerry Federlein
Janice & Gary Zeltzer
Frann Ziskin
Linda & Rich Feldman
Brodsky Foundation
Fredda & Mark Meltzer
Laurie Ellis
Elyse & Jim Lemonda
Cindy & Jeff Ellner

Renae Cohen & Arlene Wasserman
Tina & Avery Fuchs
Lynn Steinberg & Bill Keller
Ellen & Marvin Makofsky
Deborah & Dan Lorber
Linda Berman & James Koo
Adam & Stephanie Silverstein
Kathy & Bob Emerman
Ralph Katz
Barbara Becker
Judy Keller
Dick Silverman & Karen Quesada
Sarafae & Stuart Lucks
Stu Morgenstern
Merrill Moccio
Littman/Klopp Family
Schaffner/Rubin Family
Heidi Oringer
Amy Rubinstein
Rochelle Potak & Michael Ellegaard
Barbara & Joe Mayer
Julie & David Safran
Larry Wallick & Carolyn Horn
Gail & Jeff Thrope
Robin & Jon Helfat
Arlene & Joe Labenson
Joyce Lantzman
Alpert Family Foundation
Amy Luria & Jake Nissenbaum
Lorin & Johan Bogensberger
Niloo & Richard Mayeri
Cindy Baskin & Michael Gitman
Matt & Jackie Kepke
Adam & Jane Bernstein
Ilise & Corey Friedman
Deborah & David Silberg
Lynn Graf
Judy Corn & David Fried
continued on page 18
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November Yahrtzeits
To be read November 5
Oct 30		
Fanny Zeltzer, grandmother of Gary Zeltzer
Oct 30		
Susan Luria, mother of Amy Luria
Nov 1		
Adele Feldman, mother of Rich Feldman
Nov 4		
Esther F. Small, aunt of Mark Meltzer*
To be read November 12
Nov 7		
Robert David Jonap, father-in-law of Stuart Johnson
Nov 8		
Sarah Harrison, grandmother of Andrew Hyman
Nov 8		
Judith Greenstein, mother of Candace McCabe
Nov 9		
Robert Seidner, father of Stefanie Seidner, husband of Barbara Lemyre
Nov 10		
Angelina Miraglia, mother of Michael Miraglia
Nov 10		
Betty Levin, mother of Samuel Levin
Nov 11		
Lorraine Katz, mother of Ralph Katz*
Nov 11		
Harold B. Frank, father of Kathy Bernhard*
To be read November 19
Nov 14		
Jack Lovens, father of Herb Lovens
Nov 18		
Irving Zabelin, father of Deborah Miraglia*
Nov 18		
Alice Alpert, mother of Robert Alpert*
To be read November 26
Nov 22		
Beatrice Schulman, mother of Elyse Lemonda
Nov 22		
David Makofsky , father of Marvin Makofsky
Nov 23		
Sanford Soll, uncle of Leslie Sucher
Nov 23		
Gus Cooperman, father of Michael Cooperman*
Nov 25		
Cantor Herb Strauss, husband of Evelyn Strauss

Zichronam livrachah.
May their memories
be a blessing
for us all.

Remember a Loved One
Our Memorial Board is a way of remembering loved ones and keeping them in our minds when we are in the sanctuary,
particularly during the month in which a yahrzeit falls. A plaque on our memorial board is a beautiful tribute to a blessed memory.
Please contact Cindy for more information.
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December Yahrtzeits
To be read December 3
Nov 28		
Leonard O'Connell, father of Deborah Lorber
Nov 28		
Sy Charney, husband of Joan Charney*
Nov 29		
Sidney Garwin, father of Ellen Makofsky
Dec 1			
Brenda Asmar, sister of Mark Marcellus
Dec 3			
Edward Meltzer, father of Mark Meltzer
Dec 3			
Isadore Mohel, grandfather of Muriel Brodsky*
To be read December 10
Dec 5			
Edmon Low, grandfather of Corbey Hyman
Dec 5			
Esther Cooperman, mother of Michael Cooperman*
Dec 5			
Murray Goldberger, father-in-law of Stuart Morgenstern*
Dec 8			
Sylvia Halm, mother of Jerry Halm
Dec 10		
Harold Wharton, uncle of Rochelle Potak*
To be read December 17
Dec 12		
David Rosenberg, father of Leonard Rosenberg
Dec 12		
Hyman Makofsky, uncle of Marvin Makofsky
Dec 15		
Leo Altschuler, father of Lynn Graf
Dec 16		
Louis Wilstein, grandfather of Andrew Hollander
Dec 16		
Blanche Rosenhirsch, grandmother of Larry Wallick
Dec 16		
Daniel Fried, father of David Fried
Dec 17		
Fannie Harrison, great aunt of Andrew Hyman
Dec 17		
Morton Steinberg, father of Lynn Steinberg*
Dec 17		
Jack J. Tenen, husband of Lisa Miller
To be read December 31
Dec 25		
Penny D'Antonio, friend of Mina Bobek
Dec 28		
Anna Sperber, grandmother of Elyse Lemonda
Dec 30		
Beatrice Keller, mother of Judith Keller*
Dec 30		
Jay Manas, cousin of Bert Brodsky*
Dec 31		
Abraham Miller, father of Susan Rosenberg

*Asterisks indicate that a loved one has been permanently memorialized with a plaque in the temple sanctuary.
If you are interested in acquiring a plaque for your loved one, please contact the PJC office.
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Happy Birthday to Us —November and December Birthdays
11/1
11/4
11/4
11/5
11/5
11/5
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/9
11/9
11/14
11/14
11/16
11/17
11/17

Sam Bersin
Jerry Federlein
Owen Brahe
Merrill Moccio
Jeremy Silberg
Laury Kassell
Bayla Lovens
Sam Scharfstein
Ashley Brodsky
Solomon Graf
Gideon Graf
Mina Bobek
Michael Miraglia
Karen Levin
Brett Klopp
Rochelle Potak

11/17
11/19
11/19
11/19
11/19
11/22
11/22
11/24
11/26
11/27
11/30
12/2
12/3
12/3
12/4
12/07

Noah Lenter
Kristy Goldson
Robert Alpert
Stuart Johnson
James Lemonda
Rebecca Orlick
David Silverstein
Karina Brodsky
Rachel Bernstein
Mia Kepke
Connor Roditi
Richard Mayeri
Marsha Appel
Deborah Lorber
Andy Hyman
Barbara Becker

12/7
12/7
12/8
12/8
12/9
12/11
12/11
12/14
12/14
12/23
12/25
12/26
12/27
12/30
12/31

Payton Stevens
Lynn Steinberg
Joseph Mayer
Yonatan Cohen
Benjamin Scharfstein
Gary Zeltzer
Cheryl Littman
Jon Helfat
Luke McNaughton
Lisa Alpert
Steven Orlowski
Joshua Gitman
Daliah Bernstein
Gianna Guzzo
Jaclyn Kepke

Donations continued from page 15
Roberta & Michael Cooperman
Adam & Jamie Lenter
Karen Levin & Ira Lustbader
Jay & Hillary Beberman
Allison Roditi
Jack McNaughton
Bayla & Herb Lovens
Josh Curtis
Kathy & Steve Bernhard
Evelyn Strauss
Joan Charney
Mary Alice & Daniel Kohs
Stuart Herman
Sarah Hogenauer
Marsha Appel & Mark Marcellus
Leslie & Arnie Sucher

In memory of my friends, Allyson Rubin
& Robin Blum
Janice Zeltzer
In support of Port Jewish Center
Sharon Mendelson
In memory of Florence Block, mother of
Barbara Goldstein, mother-in-law of Dan
Goldstein, grandmother of Carrie Nagel
(Nate & Cooper) & Lisa Maira (Brady,
Justin & Maggie), In memory of Arlene
Ellner and Gertrude Kaplan
Arlene & Joe Labenson

In appreciation of our Rabbi and PJC
Stuart Herman & Sarah Hogenauer
To show appreciation for the beautiful
High Holy Day services and all those
who helped make this holiday such a
moving experience
Barbara Lemyre

Advertising Opportunity
Do you have a business or service you would like to advertise in this newsletter? Display your business card in the PJC
newsletter for one year. Fees: $75 for members, $125 for non-members. Contact Cindy in the office at 944-7202.
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Port Jewish Center Organization
PJC office hours:
Monday 12:30-6:30 pm, Wednesday and Friday 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Port Jewish Center newsletter submission deadline is the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Newsletter Editor: Susan Rosenberg
Please send all submissions to: susanmrosenberg1@gmail.com
20 Manorhaven Boulevard Port Washington, New York 11050, 516-944-7202
Clergy And Staff
Rabbi Alysa Mendelson Graf | rabbi@portjewishcenter.org
Lauren Chizner, Religious School Director | school@portjewishcenter.org
Cindy Ellner, Office Manager | info@portjewishcenter.org
Laurie Ellis, Bookkeeper | bookkeeper@portjewishcenter.org
Custodian
PARTY (formerly PJCY) Advisor | party@portjewishcenter.org
Officers
Co-Presidents: Mark Meltzer & Matthew Kepke: president@portjewishcenter.org
1st Vice President: Ilise Tow-Friedman
Treasurer: Adam Lenter: treasurer@portjewishcenter.org
Corresponding Secretary: Allison Roditi
Immedicate Past President: Jay Beberman
Board Of Trustees
Helen Albertson
Sarah Hogenauer
William Keller
Robert Klang
Merrill Moccio
Deborah Silberg
Donna Berman, Rabbi Emerita

Extended Family
Do you know of a PJC member who is ill? Going through a difficult time? A death in the family? Please let us know so we can
reach out. Call one of the following:
Rabbi Alysa Mendelson Graf 516-944-7202* or rabbi@portjewishcenter.org
*select option 8 and follow the instructions to page the rabbi
Co-Presidents: Mark Meltzer: mam811@aol.com or Jay Beberman: president@portjewishcenter.org
Or caring@portjewishcenter.org
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Upcoming Events
Lunch & Learn
		
Tuesdays at 12pm			

		
		

Thanksgiving Interfaith Service
Sunday, November 21 at 3:30 pm

Author Talk
				
Rosh Chodesh
Wednesday, November 3 & December 1 at 1pm
Thursday, November 4 & December 9 at 9:30 am
					
Adult Ed						First Night of Hanukkah
Wednesday, November 17 & December 15 at 8pm
Sunday, November 28
				

Port Jewish Center
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